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Matching habitat choice is a unique, flexible form of habitat choice based on
self-assessment of local performance. This mechanism is thought to play an
important role in adaptation and population persistence in variable environments. Nevertheless, the operation of matching habitat choice in natural
populations remains to be unequivocally demonstrated. We investigated
the association between body colour and substrate use by ground-perching
grasshoppers (Sphingonotus azurescens) in an urban mosaic of dark and pale
pavements, and then performed a colour manipulation experiment to test
for matching habitat choice based on camouflage through background matching. Naturally, dark and pale grasshoppers occurred mostly on pavements that
provided matching backgrounds. Colour-manipulated individuals recapitulated this pattern, such that black-painted and white-painted grasshoppers
recaptured after the treatment aggregated together on the dark asphalt and
pale pavement, respectively. Our study demonstrates that grasshoppers
adjust their movement patterns to choose the substrate that confers an apparent improvement in camouflage given their individual-specific colour. More
generally, our study provides unique experimental evidence of matching
habitat choice as a driver of phenotype–environment correlations in natural
populations and, furthermore, suggests that performance-based habitat
choice might act as a mechanism of adaptation to changing environments,
including human-modified (urban) landscapes.
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Natural environments are not uniform and, as a result, individuals experience
performance trade-offs across habitats that typically result in phenotype–environment correlations [1,2]. Whenever tests for local adaptation [1] are positive,
patterns of phenotype–environment covariance are generally assumed to result
from divergent natural selection through the selective removal of maladapted
individuals [3]. However, the same pattern can be the result of alternative
processes [4], including phenotypic plasticity [5,6] and matching habitat choice
[7,8]. Natural selection and phenotypic plasticity have received considerable
attention from evolutionary ecologists and many important aspects of these
mechanisms, from their molecular bases to their adaptive significance and ecoevolutionary consequences, are well understood [9–12]. Nevertheless, although
a theoretical framework has been established [4,8,13,14], research on matching
habitat choice is still in its infancy and many questions remain open.
Matching habitat choice is defined as a specific habitat choice mechanism in
which individuals assess local performance in different environments and then
preferentially settle in the environment that is best suited to their phenotype,
aiming to increase fitness [7,8]. This mechanism thereby differs from habitat
choice due to imprinting [15] or genetic preference alleles [16], in which such
self-assessment of local performance does not play a role [17]. Such self-assessment makes matching habitat choice inherently phenotype-dependent, and this
© 2020 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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the operation of matching habitat choice in natural
populations remains to be conclusively demonstrated.
Here, we combine behavioural observations of free-ranging
individuals, a phenotype manipulation experiment, and a
capture-recapture approach to test for matching habitat choice
based on camouflage through background matching in a wild
population of azure sand grasshoppers (Sphingonotus azurescens). Specifically, we investigated the association between
body colour and substrate use by ground-perching grasshoppers in a recently developed urban area covered by a mosaic
of adjoining patches of dark and pale pavements, and then
used the same sample of individuals to examine their substrate
use after manipulating their colour. Sphingonotus azurescens
(Acrididae: Orthoptera) is a medium-sized (25–40 mm) omnivorous grasshopper almost exclusively found on sparsely
vegetated or bare soils which may differ in colour and structure
from sandy and clay substrates to gravel plains and even artificial pavements [36, P Edelaar 2013-2015, personal observation].
Sphingonotus azurescens ranges in colour from nearly black to
very pale grey and from bluish-grey to orange-brown, and
wild populations typically match the colour of the substrate
on which they are found [37,38, A Sanabria-Fernández,
P Edelaar 2013-2017, personal observation].
Background colour matching is a textbook example of crypsis (i.e. an adaptation to avoid detection by visual predators;
see [39]), and there is strong evidence that predation risk of
grasshoppers can be considerably reduced in matching backgrounds [40–42], also in our study species [43–45] (see
electronic supplementary material, S2 for species-specific information). Grasshoppers colonizing our urban study area offer
an excellent opportunity to assess matching habitat choice
because: (i) their movement ability (on average, 12.3 m d−1;
[35]) and the distances between distinct habitats are on a comparable scale, so grasshoppers are not constrained to assess and
respond to spatial variation in local performance; (ii) in view of
low grasshopper densities, there appears to be no competition for space that prevents individuals from seeking and
settling in the preferred substrate; (iii) nymphs and adults are
vulnerable to attack by visual predators, including wasps,
jumping spiders, lizards, mice and birds (P Edelaar 20132015, personal observation); (iv) previous evidence indicates
that they are indeed more colour-matched on their local
urban pavement than they are on alternative pavements, supporting the potential for a trade-off in survival between
distinctly coloured substrates [35,43]; (v) importantly, a recent
survival analysis based on mark–capture–recapture data
showed that the observed colour segregation across different
pavements does not result from colour-dependent mortality
(natural selection) favouring more cryptic individuals [35];
(vi) nor does it result from colour plasticity since adults no
longer moult and only change colour very slowly, as experimentally confirmed in the laboratory [35,44]. Matching
habitat choice has therefore the means and the motive to
operate.
In addition, we take advantage of another aspect, namely
the relative ease of manipulation (painting) of the relevant
phenotypic trait (grasshopper colour) with no apparent
negative effects on normal behaviour [30,46, A Sanabria-Fernández 2017, personal observation]. In this context, as a test
for matching habitat choice we predict (i) that unmanipulated
naturally darker individuals are more often found on dark
substrates compared to paler individuals, and (ii) that after
manipulation, dark-painted individuals are more often
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should increase the phenotype–environment match compared
to the other forms of habitat choice. Matching habitat choice, by
creating patterns of phenotype–environment covariance and
non-random gene flow between different habitats [18], is predicted to influence the degree and rate of local adaptation,
population persistence, genetic structure, the maintenance of
genetic variation, the evolution of niche width, and even reproductive isolation [8,13,14,19,20 and references therein, 21, and
see electronic supplementary material, S1 for evidence on
female-detection distances by males that suggests that matching habitat choice indirectly causes assortative mating
between grasshoppers with similar colours]. Understanding
the prevalence and relevance of this mechanism in nature is
therefore important, but supporting evidence from natural settings is still rare and often indirect [22–28].
Much of this lack of empirical support for matching habitat
choice is due to considerable logistical and inferential challenges. For instance, to distinguish matching habitat choice
from other processes that may act simultaneously and also generate phenotype–habitat correlations, such as phenotypic
plasticity and selective mortality, the phenotype of free-ranging
individuals needs to be measured and then linked to their
departure and settlement decisions [27,29]. Crucially, under
matching habitat choice, departure and settlement decisions
are based on performance variation across habitats and, therefore, a good biological understanding of the operation and
strength of performance trade-offs between ecologically distinct environments is essential [8,24,25,28]. Next, to decouple
the effect of self-assessment of phenotype–environment
match from that of direct genetic preference or imprinting, an
experimental manipulation of phenotypes should be performed [8,17], but this are generally difficult to implement in
natural populations, and so most studies so far instead used
controlled laboratory or microcosm settings [30,31].
Matching habitat choice has received considerable research
attention in the last decade and, although several tests have
been conducted under controlled indoor conditions [32–34],
examples of phenotype manipulation experiments are
restricted to a couple studies on grasshoppers. For example,
in a series of laboratory experiments using a mosaic of solar
radiation, Karpestam et al. [30] and Wennersten et al. [31]
showed that pale-painted and dark-painted grasshoppers
tended to settle in the thermal zone offering the better fitness
prospects given their susceptibility to radiation. No such tendency was however seen in unmanipulated naturally dark
and pale morphs, thus obscuring the applicability of these
findings to more realistic natural scenarios. More recently,
Edelaar et al. [35] demonstrated that laboratory-reared
grasshoppers released in the field after a unidirectional
hormone-induced cuticle darkening made greater use of
dark substrates than unmanipulated (uninjected) individuals.
Clearly, this finding provides support for matching habitat
choice, but its relevance to nature is somewhat uncertain
due to the use of laboratory-reared nymphs lacking prior
knowledge of the study area. In addition, the hormone
(corazonin) used for darkening also functions as a stress
hormone, so injected grasshoppers could have preferred
dark substrates for other reasons unrelated to their own
colour and crypsis. Combining evidence from observational
data and a phenotype manipulation experiment in both
directions using free-ranging animals in their local natural
environment is probably the best inferential approach, but
no such study has been explicitly conducted. Consequently,
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Figure 1. (a) Detail of one of the streets sampled, showing the stretch of dark asphalt in the centre and pale sidewalks (tiles) and parking lots (cement) on both
sides. (b) Comparison of the degree of crypsis of pale and dark grasshoppers on pale (tile) versus dark (asphalt) habitat. Grasshopper images are standardized digital
photographs of a pale (18% blackness) and a dark (74% blackness) individual, each superimposed on both background types to facilitate comparison. Background
images are digital photographs (corrected using a reflectance standard) of a representative sidewalk tile (left) and asphalt pavement (right) of the study area. (c)
Digital photographs of grasshoppers under standardized conditions illustrating natural variation in body colour from the upper to the lower extremes of the colour
distribution. From left to right, estimates of blackness for these individuals are 18, 27, 35, 45, 58, 69 and 74%. (Online version in colour.)
found on dark substrates regardless of their original colour,
and vice versa for pale-painted individuals.

2. Methods
(a) Study area
The study was conducted in 2017 in a recently created (6–8 years
before the study) urban-like habitat located in an abandoned housing development area near Dos Hermanas (Seville, Spain; 37.306°
N, 5.932° E). This area consists of a network of orthogonal streets
closed to traffic around blocks of sparsely vegetated natural soils
that grasshoppers use as breeding sites. Due to the negligible
level of use and maintenance of the streets, some colonizing food
plants have started growing on roads and sidewalks, enough to
provide a suitable alternative environment for grasshopper colonization and reproduction (see details in [35,43]). Streets are paved
with dark asphalt in the centre, with pale sidewalks (tiles) and
parking lots (cement) on both sides (figure 1a,b). Overall, the sampling area included a grid of four parallel streets (range: 223–335 m
long) and one crossing street (395 m long).

(b) Field procedures
To detect grasshoppers, we walked up and down the streets
sweeping from side to side a 30-cm diameter mesh net attached
to a 1.5-m pole, which causes adults to jump up and fly a few
metres. These were then caught with the same net. We conducted
capture sessions during the period when fully-developed adults
are present (May–September). Most grasshoppers disappeared
from the streets between early afternoon and early evening
(further supporting movement across the different pavements),
and were sometimes seen to seek shade presumably as a thermoregulatory response to the high (greater than 40° C) afternoon
temperatures [47]. Hence, capture sessions were conducted
between 09.00–14.00 and 19.00–21.30 h.

For each individual, we recorded sex [36], colour (% blackness,
based on a 100-level grey scale (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S2) ranging from white (0%) to black), type of substrate on which it was present upon disturbance (dark asphalt
or pale sidewalks/parking lots), GPS coordinates, date, time of
capture, and temperature conditions (coded as: 1 = cool, 2 = mild,
3 = warm, 4 = hot). Each grasshopper was marked with a unique
combination of two letters on the posterior part of both forewings
using a black permanent marker pen (Staedtler permanent Lumocolor), unless already marked. Marked grasshoppers were not
recaptured, because in virtually all cases the letter code could be
identified from a distance using binoculars. For visual recaptures,
we also recorded the type of substrate upon encounter, coordinates, date, and time of resighting using the same field methods
as for first captures.

(c) Experimental manipulation of colour
Upon first capture, individuals were alternatingly assigned to
receive a dark (approx. 80% blackness) or pale (approx. 20% blackness) colour that resembled the extremes of the natural cline of
colour variation, regardless of their original colour, sex or type of
substrate on which they were found. The reason for manipulating
the overall colour of individuals to either pale or dark is that, under
matching habitat choice, the spatial responses of extreme phenotypes are expected to be stronger than that of intermediate
phenotypes [28]. Furthermore, performance-based habitat selection decisions should be influenced primarily by the current
colour of manipulated animals, independent of the magnitude of
the difference between the original and newly acquired colour.
To experimentally mimic the natural colour of the palest and
darkest individuals in the population, one of us (A.S.-F.) applied
white or black water-based (aquarelle) paint on those parts that
are most likely to be relevant in self-colour assessment of grasshoppers [46]: circumocular mask, dorsal region between the eyes,
cheeks, thorax, femur, tibia and forewings (figure 1c). The paint
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(c)

All statistical analyses were performed using R 3.6.3 [48]. To
investigate the effect of grasshopper colour on substrate choice,
we ran generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with a binomial error structure and logit link function using the package
‘lmerTest’ [49]. First captures (unpainted individuals) and
visual recaptures (resightings of painted individuals) were analysed in separate models to examine the effects of the original
and new colour, respectively. For both models, the dependent
variable was the type of substrate chosen by grasshoppers,
coded as pale tiles/cement (0) or dark asphalt (1).
Measurements of the original colour of individuals (% blackness) were log-transformed and used as an explanatory variable
not only in the model for first captures but also in the model
for resightings. This is because colour has been shown to be
genetically, developmentally and functionally associated with
morphology, physiology, behaviour and life-history traits in
other grasshopper species ([47,50], but see [51]). By including the
original colour in the model, these potential associations, as well
as any behavioural imprinting on their original colour or pavement
type, can be accounted for. In addition, to test for differences
between males and females in substrate use and/or in the effect
of body colour on substrate use, we included sex and the original
colour × sex interaction in the model. However, effects of sex were
not considered for resightings because these were far from significant in the model for first captures (see Results), and we needed to
avoid overfitting this smaller dataset.
New colour (0 = pale, 1 = dark) was included as a fixed effect
only in the model for resightings. Many (58%) individuals were
resighted within the first 48 h after colour manipulation, while
some others were not seen again until 1.5 months later. Little information exists in the literature on the time it takes for a grasshopper to
respond to their novel appearance; therefore, to test for any differences in the spatial response of recently painted versus longpainted individuals, the interaction between time since manipulation and new colour was included in the model as a fixed effect.
Time since manipulation was modelled as binary variable (greater
than 48 h versus less than or equal to 48 h) to improve model convergence and avoid overfitting. Because some (17%) of the colourmanipulated individuals were recorded more than once, we also
included individual identity as a random factor in the model for
resightings to account for repeated measurements of the same individuals in different trapping sessions. For model convergence
reasons, sampling dates were grouped into 3-day periods and then
included in all models as a random factor to account for any nonindependence of observations made within the same period, effects
of the weather, or other temporal effects. Prior to running the models,

3. Results
A total of 218 individual grasshoppers (80 females, 138 males)
were captured, marked and experimentally manipulated
throughout the five months of the study, of which 33 (15.1%,
21 females and 12 males) were later resighted one (94% individuals) or more (2–3) times. Mean time between captures was
6.04 days (range: 0.34–47.36). Natural colour of grasshoppers
ranged from 18% to 74% black, and the mode and mean of
the colour-frequency distribution occurred at 42% and 41.9%
± 8.5 (s.d.), respectively, indicating a clear preponderance of
intermediate phenotypes.
For the first captures, individuals made greater use of the
pavement type that better matched their external appearance
irrespective of their sex, as revealed by the strong positive
relationship between the original colour of individuals and
their respective substrates (table 1a). Darker individuals
mostly occurred on dark asphalt, whereas paler individuals
were more often found on pale pavement (figure 2).
Colour-manipulated resightings strikingly recapitulated
the habitat selection behaviour of unmanipulated individuals,
as shown by the significant effect of their new colour on
substrate use (table 1b). Black-painted and white-painted individuals aggregated together on the dark asphalt and pale
pavement, respectively (figure 3), although model comparisons indicated that there was a relatively minor remaining
significant effect of their original colour on substrate use
(table 1b). The interaction between time since manipulation
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(d) Data analyses

we z-transformed original colour values to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one to achieve comparable data [52].
Free-ranging grasshoppers may not only consider predation
risk for habitat selection, but the thermal attributes of the environment may also be important [30,47]. For instance, black-painted
individuals might be more likely than pale-painted ones to use
lighter, cooler microsites during the midday hours to reduce the
risk of overheating due to solar radiation [47]. However, an
exploratory analysis using the larger dataset of unmanipulated
grasshoppers showed that the effects of time of capture or temperature conditions on pavement use did not interact with grasshopper
colour (see electronic supplementary material, S4 and table S2).
Hence, the effects of time of the day, temperature, and their interaction with grasshopper colour were not considered further to
avoid model overfitting.
The surface area of pale pavement (5.5 m × 1399 m × 2 sides) is
ca 35% greater than the asphalt surface (7 m × 1399 m). Nevertheless, unlike conventional habitat selection analyses, our analyses
do not require the incorporation of the relative availability of
each substrate type because we are not interested in evaluating
habitat selection in the broad sense, but whether habitat use differs
between dark and pale grasshoppers after experimental manipulation of their phenotypes and subsequent release at the border
of contrasting substrates.
To assess the statistical support for each variable, we used the
Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample sizes
(AICc) and compared the AICc values for models with and without the focal variable (see electronic supplementary material,
table S3 and S5 for a description of the set of models). Models
whose AICc was ≥ 2 units larger than the most satisfactory
model (i.e. with the lowest AICc value) were considered to
have comparatively little support [53]. For comparison with
more traditional ways of testing for statistical significance, the
AICc difference is presented with an associated p-value obtained
by a likelihood ratio test (R function anova with argument test set
to ‘Chisq’) that compared the models as described above.
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was applied thinly and diluted, so that the overall darkness of
grasshoppers could be manipulated while keeping their original
disruptive colour patterning visible. We took care not to paint
the eyes, coxa, knee, tarsi, frons, ocelli or the antennae to avoid
potential damage to soft tissues and receptors located there.
Manipulation did not appear to cause undesirable effects as
painted grasshoppers monitored under laboratory conditions
showed no signs of negative locomotor or behavioural changes
after the treatment, and bred for many months. Mark–recapture
data indeed showed that some manipulated individuals were
still alive 1.5 months later in the field and up to eight months
later in the laboratory (unpublished data).
After painting, grasshoppers were released close (less than
5 m) to their capture site at the border between dark and pale
substrates. Under the null hypothesis of random movement
with respect to the degree of background matching, this should
result in the lack of a correlation between the new phenotype
and substrate use at resighting. The fact that the point of release
is located at the border between pavements also enables an easy
comparison between the two substrates by the grasshoppers.

50%
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0%

75%

N = 12

50%

N = 24

25%

0%
–2

0
body darkness (std)

pale-painted

2

Figure 2. Probability of using dark asphalt versus pale pavement according
to the original colour of unmanipulated grasshoppers. Body darkness corresponds to the z-transformed values of original colour of individuals after
log-transformation (denoted as grey dots or black when overlapping). The
shaded grey area represents the 95% confidence interval of the fitted
regression line. (Online version in colour.)
Table 1. Results of the GLMMs analysing the effects of original colour,
new colour, sex, and time since manipulation on the type of substrate
chosen (0 = pale pavement, 1 = dark asphalt) by (a) unmanipulated
individuals captured for the ﬁrst time and (b) individuals recaptured after
colour manipulation. Changes in AICc values and p-values were obtained by
comparing models with versus without the variable of interest (see text).
AICc changes that (to us) indicate biologically and statistically meaningful
support are highlighted in italics. Number of groups for random variables:
grasshopper identity = 33; date = 11.
variable

ΔAICc

p-value

−62.18
2.08

<0.001
0.99

(a) ﬁrst captures (N = 218)
original colour
sex
original colour × sex
(b) resightings only (N = 36)
new colour
original colour
time since manipulation
new colour × time since manipulation

1.37

0.40

−17.08

<0.001

−3.70
2.46

0.011
0.51

1.83

0.26

and new colour did not predict substrate use by colourmanipulated individuals, indicating that the adjustment of
substrate use after the experimental colour change occurred
already within the first 2 days after manipulation (table 1).

4. Discussion
Our observational data indicated that the habitat use of
grasshoppers is biased towards pavements that appear to
provide more matching backgrounds, so individuals of the

dark-painted

Figure 3. Effect of colour treatment on the probability of using dark asphalt
versus pale pavement (corrected for the effect of original colour). Black dots
are model-estimated medians. Error bars denote 95% CI. Grasshopper photographs positioned next to each bar illustrate the external appearance of
individuals after a white-paint (left bottom) and a black-paint (right
upper) treatment (both become a bit paler after drying up). Photos: Alberto
Sanabria-Fernández. (Online version in colour.)
same colour tend to cluster together on the same pavement
type. This is in agreement with the almost universally
accepted—though often not strictly confirmed—assumption
that improved background colour matching conceals prey from
visual predators [43,44,54–57] (see also electronic supplementary
material, S2 for supporting data for the study species). Similar
presumably adaptive phenotype–environment associations for
colour have been reported in a range of taxa, from arachnids
[58] and crustaceans [34,59,60] to amphibians [27] and birds
[56]. However, in many cases, the mechanism causing this association is unknown due to the difficulty in ascribing spatial
clustering of similar phenotypes to the effects of self-assessment
of local performance. Here, the experimental manipulation of the
colour of wild, free-ranging grasshoppers allowed us to demonstrate that differential habitat use in response to individual colour
was responsible for the observed phenotype–environment
match in unmanipulated individuals, after accounting for the
effects of genetic background and imprinting. This study, therefore, provides unique experimental evidence of matching habitat
choice as a driver of phenotype–environment correlations (i.e. a
pattern of local adaptation) in natural populations.
Differential mortality of mismatched phenotypes (natural
selection) or adaptive colour change through pigment deposition in the integument during moulting (phenotypic
plasticity) cannot explain the phenotype–environment match
in the unmanipulated grasshoppers. The daily mortality rate
of adult grasshoppers in the study population of only 3.8%
(as determined by multistate capture-recapture modelling,
N = 172) is far from the estimated 58–72% rate needed to
create and maintain the observed colour segregation across
different pavements if movement is random with respect to
colour match [35]. Dark-painted grasshoppers were resighted
less often than pale-painted ones, and this difference might
be related to mortality due to overheating, since dark-painted
individuals tended to be associated with hot, dark asphalt.
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their choice of substrate towards greater background colour
matching [21,35,46] and confirming that mismatched individuals behave as if they are aware of this [43]. Grasshoppers
have trichromatic colour vision [63], and at any rate should
not have any trouble comparing the darkness of their own
body against that of the substrate, given their large eyes,
which are placed somewhat on top of their mobile headsand
should enable them to see many parts of their body and the
substrate. Second, it seems likely that grasshoppers continuously track and update information on the degree of match
between their external appearance and the colour of the substrate to adjust their habitat preferences, as suggested by
Gillis [46] and Wennersten et al. [31].

To sum up, our study provides the best experimental
evidence to date that matching habitat choice operates in
natural populations. More generally, our results suggest that
this flexible assessment of local performance across habitats
might enable individuals to improve ecological performance
in changing environments and thus facilitate population persistence in a variable world, something increasingly relevant
as environments change more and more under global change.
More combined evidence from observational and experimental field studies is needed to determine the actual prevalence
and importance of matching habitat choice in nature.
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However, mortality of dark individuals on dark asphalt would
create the opposite pattern to what we actually observed.
Phenotypically plastic colour change of S. azurescens imagoes,
although possible, would take weeks to months to achieve the
required change and is therefore too slow given their rate of
movement between pavements [35,44]. Even though colour
scoring was not done blind with respect to the initial capture
substrate, an unconscious observer bias cannot explain the
observed substrate choice of manipulated individuals (nor
the effect of original colour on substrate choice).
Our finding that grasshoppers adjust their movement patterns to choose the substrate that confers an apparent
improvement in camouflage given their individual-specific
colour strengthens the interpretations of previous studies on
e.g. unicellular ciliates [32], insects [29,46], crustaceans [34]
amphibians [27], fish [22,61] and birds [23,25,26], suggesting a
role of matching habitat choice as a mechanism of local adaptation. More specifically, our study supports the findings of
earlier phenotype manipulation experiments using laboratoryreared individuals [30,31,35]. But, importantly, the approach
used in this study is more relevant to natural populations
because, unlike in previous studies, it combines evidence from
observational and experimental data on the same sample of
wild-born individuals in their local, natural habitat. By manipulating the phenotype of wild-caught grasshoppers, our study
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